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last time

Simple Models of genome structure and GRN networks:
emergent properties (also seen in present day organisms)
- powelaw degree distribution of GRN
-“overrepresentation” of FFL by neutral evolution
emergent properties of short term evolution:
- Evolution of fast adaptation to environmental change
- through genome structuring and GP map structuring
- “evolutiion of evolvability”;” non-random/random mutations”

- Experimental demonstration of these features
TODAY

Add metabolism (“virtual cell/ virtual microbe”)
emergent properties of long term evolution (phylogeny)
++



Mutational Priming in Yeast: Genome organization and regulion

adaptation to high temperature: short term vs long term effects

Diploid yeast adapted to ’normal’ temperture of 30 C
placed in 39 C. After 450 generations:
Increased growthrate (specific for temperature)

Next continued at 39 C

Yona et al, PNAS 2012: Chromosomal duplication is a transient evolutionary solution

to stress



Yeast adaptation to high temperature by duplication of

resp chromosome 3 ( and at high ph chromosome 5)

trisomy not retained

Yona et al, PNAS 2012: Chromosomal duplication is a transient evolutionary solution

to stress



chromosomal duplication is followed by regulatory adaptation

continued increase growthrate overexpression retained of some genes

overextreeion HSP only later retained genes increase growthrate in ancestor



Some “surprising” (and debated) observations on the dynamics
of evolution (of complexity) gleaned from phylogenetic analysis

• Early complexity
- biological Big Bangs: major transitions in evolution
- from pylogenies: large common ancestors
- from pylogenies: closely packed early species radiations
- important role of gene LOSS in adaptation
- FECA to LECA: many gene duplications before species radiation
- genes with “late” function often predate that function

• Whole Genome duplication rare but important
- occurs often (especially plants) but rarely fixed
- at root of major radiation
- during major environmental shifts (?)



early gene innovation - and loss
Alm Nature2010



Gene loss as major evolutionary process

Metazoa Drosophila species



van der Peer et al 2009, Nature genetic reviews



Evolution in virtual cells: genome. GRN, metabolism

based on “plausible” minimal multilevel ’cell’
mutations segmental duplications/ deletions, pointmutations
fitness: homestasis (evolves regulatory adaptation)
evolving in varying environment

Questions

Are some of the features seen in phylogenetic analysis observable in evo-
lution of such cells?
Early complexity, dominance of gene loss
whole genome duplication at “roots” of lineages
mutational/selectional enforced conservation

Cuypers & Hogeweg 2012, 2014, Cuypers, Rutten 2̋017



virtual cell model (adapted from Neyfakh et al 2009 Biol Direct)

cell genome(dupdel/gcr) GRN metabolism



ecology and evolution of virtual cells

• Environmental fluctuation of resource A
[Aout] varies 4 orders of magnitude
Cell ’sees’ 1-3 randomly chosen concentration in lifetime

• Fitness: homeostasis
distance to set value, average over lifetime

• Population of cells compete
Replication probability proportional to fitness

• Mutations upon replication
INDELS, LCR, values of parameters (Vmax, binding etc)

Analysis along ancestral lineage
evaluated in 3 standard environments

Note Differences with previous models
not on-off genes; fitness not expressed as gene expression but

as effect of gene expression, reacts on environment,
allows regulatory adaptation



Typical evolutionary dynamics:
Genome inflation(s) - followed by fitness increase - followed by

stream lining - followed by genome size fluctuations



early genome inflation a “generic” pattern?
Yes... in the sense that:

It occurs most pronounced in those runs which achieve high fitness even-
tually

It occurs most pronounced with mutational parameters which achieve
often high fitness



Local landscapes, genome expansion and future fitness

Duplications Deletions
t=1-100 t=101-200 ∆F t=1-100 t=101-200 ∆F

+ (+) > 1.05 = = > 1.05
(+) + .95− 1.05 = + .95− 1.05
- - < .95 = - < .95

Genome Size Fitness
t=1-100 t=101-200 t=1-100 t=101-200

+ + = =



Why initial inflation?

Duplications more often advantageous than deletions
+ hitchhiking of other genes (which might later become functional)

higher degrees of freedom increases adaptability

fitness reached increases with initial genome size

nevertheless streamlining



why streamlining?

gene loss decreases mutational load of neutral genes



Conclusion (1)

Surprising observations from bioinformatic data analysis of
early genome inflation adaptation by gene loss

are
generic properties of Darwinian evolution

Models ++

e.g. AEVOL, Virtual Microbe, Function optimization, ...

Results ++

• Pattern of WGD fixation and subsequent evolution
• evolution of regulation vs evolution of evolution
• evolution of mutational neighborhood


